Rules: Pictures have to be of current team members and no pictures should be used that have been taken before 10/3/2011. Please mark on your picture the pt category the picture was from and attach the pictures to a poster board (to later be displayed). In the case of a tie the most creative presentation of the pictures will be used as a tie breaker. No repeat photos! No combining items into one photo. While creative interpretations of the items are generally allowed, the judges have the final determination as to whether each photo receives points. Finally – Be respectful in everything you do.

5 Point Category

1. 3 or more team members signing each others shirts.
2. 3 or more team members building the Eiffel Tower out of Legos.
3. A Lego tower taller than the team member in the picture.
4. 2 team members fighting over an Eggo in a toaster.
5. 2 team members eating Life cereal (box must be visible in the picture)
6. 5 members of the team rocking around the clock.
7. 3 members of the team wearing pink posing as a lawn flamingo.
8. 3 members of the team wearing grass skirts and leis doing a Hawaiian luau.
9. 3 members of the team wearing oversize clown glasses sitting in a restaurant.
10. 3 members of the team wearing Red Hat society hats in a furniture store.
11. 2 team members washing dishes at the Laundromat.
12. 3 members of the team doing the chicken dance in front of KFC. (KFC sign must be visible)
13. 6 members of the team line dancing.
14. 2 members of the team posing for a catalog picture must include a mannequin.
15. 1 team member doing stand up comedy with funny glasses, nose and a microphone.
16. 2 team members each balancing 4 rolls of toilet paper on their heads.
17. 5 team members in a kick line all members must be in an active high kick. (wearing heels)
18. 3 team members – 2 blowing red bubbles while one stands under an umbrella protected from raining bubbles.
19. 2 team members – going kookoo for coco puffs.
20. 2 team members posing in a garden as a garden gnome.

15 Point Category

1. 3 members of the team doing exactly what a sign says. (Your group may not create the sign.)
2. 5 members of the team under a picnic table.
3. 4 members of the team in a boat.
4. 3 members of the team creating a work of art with sidewalk chalk in a public parking lot.
5. Members of the team laying on the ground, spelling out team name with your bodies.
6. 4 members of the team in a team band everyone must have a musical instrument.
7. 3 members of the team swinging on a playground swing set.
8. 3 members of the team with colorful tongues – eat or drink something to change your tongue to green, purple, etc. (Razzles work well – it’s a candy and a gum)
9. 5 members or more of the team throwing paper airplanes.
10. 3 members of the team sliding down a slide at the same time.
11. One teammate jumping off of a swing (he/she must be in mid air in the photograph)
12. 6 members of the team playing Twister.
13. Two teammates in a dog-house.
14. One teammate hanging upside-down on monkey bars acting like a monkey.
15. 6 members of the team wearing cup hats.
16. 3 or more team members impersonating someone famous with the paparazzi taking pictures.
17. 2 team members standing in line at Taco Bell doing jumping jacks.
18. 2 team members or more wearing a duct tape created hat or jacket.
19. 2 team members balancing 5 ding dongs on their forehead.
20. 2 team members with spoons hanging off of their noses.

**25 Point Category**

1. 1 member of the team and the longest possible unbroken strip of an orange peel.
2. 1 member of the team and you version of the best crayon carving we’ve ever laid our eyes on.
3. 1 member of the team and your version of a ship in a bottle.
4. 1 member of the team un-boiling and egg.
5. 2 members of the team using a pizza for a funnel.
6. 4 members of the team acting out a scene from a Disney movie in the middle of the mall.
7. 4 members of the team acting like robots.
8. 4 members of the team in a dramatic earthquake scene.
9. 2 members of the team pantomimining.
10. 2 members of the team on a crocodile hunter exhibition.
11. 3 members of the team behind a window of a retail store acting out as a store window display.
12. 5 members of the team jumping (everyone must be in mid-air for the picture to count.)
13. 4 members of the team reflections in something other than a mirror.
14. 1 member of the team doing a slam dunk (picture must have the person in the air.)
15. 4 members of the team on a football field with pom poms doing a cheer.
16. 2 members of the team wearing vests with lots of flare.
17. 4 members of the team doing the “Thriller” dance in front of a movie theater.
18. 2 team members or more doing the Macarena in a Mexican restaurant wearing a Sombrero.
19. 2 team members laying on a picnic table swimming.
20. 2 team members dressed like zombies in a cemetery.

**30 Point Creative Category (make sure you caption these pics)**

1. 2 members or more needed. Make yourselves appear really small. (No photo-shopping)
2. 3 members or more needed. “Can you find us?”
3. 3 members or more needed. Most creative use of “leap-frog”
4. 3 members or more needed. “I can’t believe we all fit in here!”
5. 3 members or more needed. “Show me the money!”
6. 3 members or more needed. “I’ve got a feeling we are not in Kansas anymore.”
7. 3 members or more needed. “I’ll get you my pretty and your little dog too.”
8. 3 members or more needed. “If you build it, he will come.”
9. 3 members or more needed. “Houston, we have a problem.”
10. 2 members or more needed. “It’s raining cats and dogs.”
11. 2 members or more needed. “As mad as a hatter.”
12. 3 members or more needed. “To take the wind out of someone’s sails.”
13. 2 members or more needed. Most creative use of salt.
14. 3 members or more needed. “Does Barry Manilow know that you raid his wardrobe?”
15. 2 members or more needed. “I have a really low tolerance for dehydration.”
16. 2 members or more needed. Most creative use of ketchup.
17. 3 members or more needed. “This is really volcanic ensemble you’re wearing, it’s really marvelous!
18. 2 members or more needed. Most creative use of toast.
19. 2 members or more needed. “I can’t believe it’s not butter.”
20. 4 members or more needed. Team wedding.

50 Point Album Covers Category (only team members in all photos)

1. Frank Zappa – 1968 – “We’re only in it for the Money”
6. The Beatles – 1963 “With the Beatles”
10. Pink Floyd – 1975 – “Wish you were here”
12. Pink Floyd – 1975 – “Wish you were here”
15. The Breakfast Club: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack – 1985
16. Pretty in Pink: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack – 1986
18. Kiss – 1982 – “Creatures of the Night”